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INTRODUCTION

According to WHO, sleep disorders aff ect up to 15% of the world 

population. In developed countries, this fi gure is substantially higher. 

In most cases, sleep disturbance is connected with the functional 

disorders of the central nervous system and with depression, which is 

now rather well-studied [1-3].

Sleep studying in patients with functional disorders of the central 

nervous system [2] showed the following changes in a sleep pattern: 

a decrease in deltaindex; reduced duration of the entire slow-wave 

sleep stage, especially in the fi rst and second sleep cycles; elongated 

latent period of the second to third stage transition (from the fi rst 

sleep spindle to the fi rst deltawave) ; the reduced latent period of 

the Rapid Eye Movement (REM) phase onset and a greater REM 

representation in the fi rst half of the night. With improvement of 

the patient functional state, a reverse dynamics of these parameters 

occurs [4, 5].

We suggested that not only a direct dependence observed 

in treatment of depression exists [the condition improvement is 

accompanied by improvement of sleep [6]], but another statement 

is true, namely, improvement of the sleep structure is followed 

by improvement of the patient condition [7]. Th us, an eff ective 

method of the sleep structure correction may be expected to be 

useful for elimination of the reactive anxiety and depression. In this 

study, we aimed at fi nding of a physical nondrug way of changing 

the sleep structure and developing of a method for the sleep quality 

improvement.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

First, we have selected a sub threshold electrical stimulation from 

several non-wake-up actions of various modalities. Th e eff ect was the 

most pronounced when the patients were stimulated at the slow-wave 

sleep stage (delta-sleep). 

For SWS (Slow-Wave Stages) identifi cation we have used well-

known Electro Dermal Activity [EDA] feature [8, 9] which is defi ned 

by its tonicity values and phasic parameters Galvanic Skin Response 

[GSR] (Figure 1]. Specifi cally this EDA feature we used for sleep 

stages control during delta sleep stimulation in domestic conditions 

[10].

Th e therapeutic treatment was a sub threshold electrical 

stimulation of the palmar surface skin receptors by the current pulses 

up to 100 μA repeated with frequency of 0.5-1.2 Hz for 3-10 ms.

Our study involved 57 subjects (32 men and 25 women) aged 

from 27 to 55 years who were discontent with sleep and complained 

about bad mood and working capacity. A control group involved 19 

subjects 26-37 years of age who also were complaining about sleep 

disorders.

Examination of each subject passed through fi ve steps

Step 1

• Survey was conducted using standard sleep questionnaires.

• Psychological testing. In order to identify depression 

symptoms manifestation degree and reactive anxiety level, 

tests of Tailor Manifest Anxiety Scale [12], Spielberger State 

Anxiety Inventory [13] and Beck Depression Inventory [14] 

were used.

• Blood pressure was measured.

• Laboratory polysomnographic studies of the night sleep 

without stimulation for two nights using standard poly 

somnography with additional electro-dermal activity 

dynamic registration [10].

Step 2

• Poly graphic studies of the night sleep in the laboratory, 

similarly to Step 1, with stimulation during the deltastage of sleep for 

one night.

Step 3 

• Home sleep with a device that stimulates a subject during 

delta sleep for seven consecutive nights. Diagnosing of sleep 

stages and stimulation during the slow-wave sleep phases 

were conducted according to the biofeedback scheme by 

measurement of the electro dermal activity [10].

Preliminary studies of effi  ciency showed that the primary fi xation 

of the therapeutic eff ect occurred on the six to seven days of the 

nocturnal stimulation.

Step 4 

• Sleep with a device in the laboratory under the polygraphic 

control for one night.

Step 5 

• Final questioning,

• Psychological testing 

• Th e blood pressure measurement.

To assess the subjects’ state, polysomnographic analysis and 

psychological testing were used: Beck test, Taylor scale, Spielberger 

test, and WAM technique [self-reports about well-being, activity, and 

mood]. Th e results were processed statistically using Student’s t test. 

Th e diff erences were considered signifi cant at p < 0.05.

RESULTS

Analysis of our results showed that in all subjects, the delta sleep 
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Figure 1: Low skin resistance and high level phasic activity (GSR) co-occur with active wakefulness. During relaxation period and somnolence stage it decreases 
and arises again during 2nd stage reaching its maximum at the SWS stage, then, decreases again during REM sleep.
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Without selection, 57 subjects Selection according to the criterion, 34 subjects 
Figure 2: Total delta-sleep duration during the fi rst and second cycles of the background night (1) and during the fi rst and last nights with stimulation [2 and 3, 
respectively]. Here and in fi gure. 2, M ± 99% CI.

duration increased signifi cantly, aft er the seven-day stimulation: on 

average, by a factor of 1.3 (p = 0.04).

Th is eff ect was observed in 60% of all 57 test subjects. Note that 

in a group of subjects who had a longer deltasleep already in the fi rst 

night with stimulation, this parameter increased by a factor of 1.6 

on average (p = 0,0005) aft er the complete course and the eff ect was 

observed in 85% of subjects of this group. Th us, we used an objective 

criterion of patient selection; therefore, this is a promising method of 

the sleep quality improvement.

Delta sleep duration, min

Th e use of this criterion enabled us to identify in the background 

experiments [the fi rst night] a group of subjects with signifi cantly 

shorter delta-sleep duration than in the entire sample on average 

[34 subjects out of 57 test subjects, [Figure 2]. In other words, we 

were dealings with the objective sleep problems of a certain group of 

subjects.

Improvement of the sleep quality aft er a stimulation course 

(Figure 2) was also confi rmed by a 1.3-fold shortening of the delta-
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Figure 3: Dynamics of the test subjects’ psychological condition before and after the stimulation course. 
[a] Results of psychological testing; [b] results of WAM questionnaire.

sleep latent period (the time between the fi rst sleep spindle and the 

fi rst delta wave of at least 70 μV), as well as by a 1.4-fold increase 

in the rapid sleep latent period and a signifi cant 1.5-fold decrease 

in the average duration of the fi rst Rapid Sleep Episode [REM]. In 

addition, in the slow-wave phase, the power of delta  activity and the 

delta wave average amplitude increased signifi cantly. In other words, 

according to the old classifi cation, the fourth stage was signifi cantly 

more pronounced [at least 50% of delta waves per epoch]. 

Th e fi nal stage of psychological testing [Figure 3] showed that, 

aft er electro stimulation, depression of the test subjects and the level 

of their reactive anxiety were signifi cantly reduced as compared to 

the background parameters. In the morning aft er sleep, these subjects 

were in a good mood and had a subjective state of having a good night 

sleep and better working effi  ciency.

Analysis of the psychological state dynamics showed that the 

condition improvement was similar in the group selected according 

to the above criterion and in all test subjects as a whole. Probably, 

the use of a device for stimulation causes a suggestive eff ect, which 

in itself is positive and does not contradict a lengthening of the test 

subjects’ deltasleep.

Aft er a stimulation course, in the test subjects, the level of systolic 

Blood Pressure (BP) was reduced on average by 20 mm Hg. Th is BP 

dynamics was accompanied by a decrease in the level of anxiety and 

reactive depression.

Th ere were no any signifi cant changes in sleep characteristics 

as compared to the background parameters in the control subjects. 

However, some of them [six subjects] had several positive changes 

in sleep characteristics as well as they were feeling better [WAM 

technique], which was clearly indicative of the placebo component 

in our technology.

Th e results obtained may be probably explained by a phenomenon 

of sleep protection against the weak centripetal wake-up pulses from 

skin receptors. Th is phenomenon is induced by a neurophysiologic 

mechanism that activates sub cortical structures responsible for the 

cortical neuron synchronization in the delta activity regime. Passing 

of the wake-up pulses via reticular formation and, probably, via the 

thalamus is blocked completely or partially. Th e process is referred to 

as the mechanism of involvement.

Probably, this mechanism underlies correction of the slow-wave 

sleep by means of electrical stimulation, which is accompanied by 

improvement of general psychological condition of the test subjects 

due to processes occurring in the delta sleep. During this very stage, 

the anterior lobe of pituitary gland is known to produce at least two-

thirds of the somatotropic hormone responsible for protein synthesis, 

while epiphysis is known to produce melatonin, the hormone of good 

mood, performance, and memory. At the same time, memorization 

processes are consolidated, which is interpreted by patients as 

improvement of self-rated well-being and working effi  ciency.

In our previous publication [7] we voiced the proposal that 

unawaking incentives physical modality can vary. Th erefore, 

involvement mechanism appears to be universal. Th is data supports 

the outcome of the research [15] where acoustic stimulation was used. 

Either one of the outcomes [7,15] open signifi cant opportunities 

for creation of automated means of SWS correction and insomnia 

therapy.
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